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About Goldenrod 
Corporation
Goldenrod Corporation was founded in 1986 as an affiliate of Svecom P.E., Vincenza, Italy.   
Reaching beyond our initial function as a distributor to North America, Goldenrod moved into a  
fully equipped facility in 1993 to manufacture winding shafts and chucks for all customers  
in the converting, paper, film, foil, textile, tissue, nonwovens and metals industries.  
The company continued its expansion in 2003 by moving to a newly built 30,000 ft2  
manufacturing facility in Beacon Falls, Connecticut.

Moving The Industry Forward
Today, Goldenrod and Svecom combine for more than 50 years of experience. We offer the  
greatest variety of roll - handling tools in the world, with a product list that includes state -of - the -art 
differential shafts, lightweight and ultra - lightweight winding and slitting shafts, reel spool shafts,  
chucks, safety chucks, and a complete line of shaft handling equipment. Our product achievements  
and close attention to customer needs have made us an industry pioneer, giving our competitors  
no choice but to follow our lead.

The Multiple  
Bladder Advantage
The defining feature of Goldenrod products is the multiple bladder design.  
This unique approach allows the number and width of gripping ledges  
to change to handle each specific application. Developed to  
solve problems caused by old -style lug and button shafts, the multiple  
bladder design is incorporated into Goldenrod shafts and chucks to  
provide years of trouble - free use and reliable operation.

Goldenrod is the industry leader in multiple bladder technology,  
offering over 50 multi -bladder variations.  

Helping Our  
Customers Succeed
Our mission is to give our customers the tools they need to improve manufacturing efficiency  
and safety, increase productivity and, ultimately, enhance profitability. To this end, we offer:

…and global sales and support, through our North American and worldwide network of technical personnel

Goldenrod Is The Leader in 
Multiple Bladder Technology, 
Offering Over 50 Unique  
Multi-Bladder Variations –  
More Than Any Other Company!
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Cost/Benefit Analysis
Internal Bladder vs. Goldenrod External Bladder 
Maintenance costs

Example Application

Internal Bladder (Lug, Button or Leaf Style)
Bladder & Fittings: $65.00

Total Cost per Repair: $200.00

Goldenrod External Bladder (Multi-ledge)
Bladder & Fittings: $25.00

Total Cost per Repair: $32.50

SAVINGS PER REPAIR: $167.50
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Goldenrod  
Differential Shafts –  
The Difference  
is in the Details!
There’s a reason Goldenrod is the #1 seller of differential winding shafts in the world. The company’s unique, field -proven DFX shafts 
are the most flexible differentials in the industry, featuring superior tension range and Goldenrod’s patented expanding core stops for 
precise and repeatable alignment. DFX shafts are available in aluminum, carbon fiber, and steel designs for virtually any application, 

Goldenrod also offers customers a full line of Cam - m -
the highest weight rolls of any Cam - m -

Benefits of Goldenrod 
Differential Shafts

1250 DFX

 
at the same web tension

 
larger diameter cores

1250 CL (Cam-Lock)
m-

Expanding Shafts
Each Goldenrod shaft is customized to meet your exact needs and requirements for increased productivity, and manufactured for long life and low maintenance.

Expanding Chucks
Goldenrod offers a complete family of hard-working expanding chucks in a full range of sizes and styles for your shaftless applications.

Goldenrod Carbon 
Pultrusion Shafts – 
The Difference  
is in the Details!

 
the lightest weight, yet most rigid winding shaft on the market. Our patented  
carbon fiber pultrusion design means all fibers are oriented in the same direction,  
not wound like competitor’s models. This allows for superior stiffness and winding speeds.

Benefits of  
Goldenrod Carbon 
Pultrusion Shafts

 
multiple bladder or steel - sleeved composite lug designs. It all adds up to the  
best performing, lightest weight shafts available today.

 
modulus carbon fiber

n - fiber construction

o -

Ease of Maintenance
For All Goldenrod Multiple Bladder Shafts

Multiple Bladder
The industry’s most popular performance -driven pneumatic shaft.

 
l - Safe internal  

 

 
the length of the shaft

 
conventional shafts

l -

Lightweight Shafts
Strong patented designs and materials meet safety requirements  
and reduce downtime.

 
lug shafts

 

t - on journals available
 

fast expansion, fast repairs

Roll Centering Shafts 
Ensuring a perfect unwind or rewind at high linear speeds.

 
above and concentric to shaft body before  
expansion of the rubber gripping ledges

 
and available with patented Internal Check  

 

Coreless Shafts
Multiple designs for winding paper, film or foil with no core.

Pneumatic/Mechanical 
Chucks
Concentric mechanical expansion with the ease  
of air inflation

r-driven piston forces expanders up  
inclined planes, providing perfect  
roll-centering and strong gripping

 
shaft mounted design

 

 
quick changeover

 
core adapters in stock

0 -  
torque requirements and steel cores

Torque Chucks

n - slip  
gripping power exerted in either direction

 
sheet operations

Axial Chucks
 

the core to expand the lugs

 
for easy changeover

Multiple Bladder 
Chuck Adapter

 

 
a full -width sleeve with no re - positioning of  
chucks required

 
conventional pneumatic chuck adapters

 
larger diameters up to 1

Goldenrod  
Safety Chucks
Widest range of standard models  
and socket sizes available from inventory

square, V-square,  

 
finger guards standard

 
with optional Skew Base

r -Thru and air -operated models for  
rotary union connection

Slitter Drive Shafts 
Precision machined to exacting tolerances and finish to eliminate  
axial misalignment of knives. Perfect for automated systems.

 

 
uninterrupted rubber gripping ledges

e -position knives

Small Diameter Shafts
 

rewind applications.

 
 

extremely low friction, abrasion-resistant  
 

control of low tension web substrates.
 

 
hold more weight with less deflection 

Ultra-Lightweight 
Multiple Bladder Leaf 
Shafts  

 
for light duty applications or drum winding.

 
hardened steel ends

 
allows for 10 minute or less bladder changes

m-duty single rolls  
and light duty multiple rolls

Large Diameter /  
Milled Body Shafts 
(Reel Spools)
The most common pneumatic shaft in the tissue and  
paperboard markets.

 
Internal Check Valves

3 -  
perfect centering and complete deflation

 
Grade G - 1.6 standards 

Patented Pultrusion  
carbon fiber construction provides  
lightest weight and superior shaft  

stiffness for highest winding speeds

 
 www.GO com
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…and global sales and support, through our North American and worldwide network of technical personnel

Goldenrod Is The Leader in 
Multiple Bladder Technology, 
Offering Over 50 Unique  
Multi-Bladder Variations –  
More Than Any Other Company!

d-core shaft in two-drum winder

Shaft handling

Sheeter unwind

Square round safety chuck

Tissue Mill

Heavy duty

Heavy duty shaftless core chuck

Goldenrod 1250 DFX shaft on duplex winder

p u r e  g o l d

WINDING TOOLS

C H O O S E  T H E  I N D U S T R Y  L E A D E R !

Cam-

Metal strip rewind

Duplex

Differential

Splicer


